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A Reappraisal of the Ascending Systems in Man, with Emphasis on the Medial
Lemniscus 2005-12-16 this volume of advances in anatomy embryology and cell
biology is based on material assembled by dr jaap h r schoen who was one of the
few neuroanatomists to apply the nauta method to human material gaining
insight in the consequences of longitudinal damage to the human spinal cord is
necessary before reimplantation of the avulsed rootlets or an autologous
transplant can be performed in man
Pro Mundo - Pro Domo 2017-03-01 pro mundo pro domo the writings of alban
berg contains new english translations of the complete writings of the viennese
composer alban berg 1885 1935 and extensive commentaries tracing the history
of each essay and its connection to musical culture of the early twentieth century
berg is now recognized as a classic composer of the modern period best known
for his operas wozzeck and lulu berg anton webern and their teacher arnold
schoenberg constitute the second viennese school which played a major role in
the transformation of serious music as it entered the modern period berg was an
avid and skillful writer his essays include analytic studies of compositions by
schoenberg polemics on music and musicians of his day and lectures and
miscellaneous writings on a variety of topics throughout his considerable and
diverse corpus of writings berg alternates between two perspectives pro mundo
pro domo meaning roughly speaking for all speaking for myself commenting at
one moment on the general state of culture and the world and the next moment
on his own works in his early years he also tried his hand at fictional writing using
works by ibsen and strindberg as models this new english edition contains 47
essays many of which are little known and have not been previously available in
english
Plastic Fantastic 2009-05-12 this is the story of wunderkind physicist jan
hendrik schön who faked the discovery of a new superconductor made from
plastic a star researcher at the world renowned bell laboratories in new jersey he
claimed to have stumbled across a powerful method for making carbon based
crystals into transistors the switches found on computer chips had his
experiments worked they would have paved the way for huge advances in
technology computer chips that we could stick on a dress or eyewear or even use
to make electronic screens as thin and easy to fold as sheets of paper but as
other researchers tried to recreate schön s experiments the scientific community
learned that it had been duped why did so many top experts including nobel prize
winners support schön what led the major scientific journals to publish his work
and promote it with press releases and what drove schön by all accounts a mild
mannered modest and obliging young man to tell such outrageous lies
Dissonant Waves 2023-09-19 an investigation of the cultures and technologies of
early radio and how a generation of cultural operators with schoen at the center
addressed crisis and adversity dials knobs microphones clocks heads hands
breath voices ernst schoen joined frankfurt radio in the 1920s as programmer
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and accelerated the potentials of this collision of bodies and technologies as with
others of his generation schoen experienced crisis after crisis from the violence of
war the suicide of friends economic collapse and a brief episode of permitted
experimentalism under the weimar republic for those who would foster aesthetic
technical and political revolution the counterreaction was nazism and schoen and
his milieux fell victim to it found ways out of it or hit against it with all their might
dissonant waves tracks the life of ernst schoen poet composer radio programmer
theorist and best friend of walter benjamin from childhood as he moves between
frankfurt berlin paris and london it casts radio history and practice into concrete
spaces into networks of friends and institutions into political exigencies and
domestic plights and into broader aesthetic discussions of the politicization of art
and the aestheticization of politics through friendship and comradeship a position
in state backed radio imprisonment exile networking in a new country re
emigration ill treatment neglect schoen suffers the century and articulates its
broken promises an exploration of the ripples of radio waves the circuits of
experimentation and friendship and the proposals that half found a route into the
world and might yet spark political technical experimentation
Reflection in Action 2017-03-02 newly available in paperback this original and
informative volume outlines a new well designed reflective teaching and learning
model that can be used with single or multi disciplinary groups of students and
professionals it offers an overview of the origins of the different theories of
reflection and explains how different levels of reflection can be understood and
incorporated into everyday teaching and training outlining specific teaching and
learning techniques to be used in training situations it also includes examples of
how these techniques have been successfully used with groups of professionals
from health and social care areas this edition features a substantive new preface
bringing the book up to date with recent developments in the field it is a well
researched guide to both the theory and the practice of reflection and it also
offers those who teach and train professionals a clearly delineated reflective
model for use in the classroom or professional training environment
American Educational History Journal 2013-08-01 the american educational
history journal is a peer reviewed national research journal devoted to the
examination of educational topics using perspectives from a variety of disciplines
the editors of aehj encourage communication between scholars from numerous
disciplines nationalities institutions and backgrounds authors come from a variety
of disciplines including political science curriculum history philosophy teacher
education and educational leadership acceptance for publication in aehj requires
that each author present a well articulated argument that deals substantively
with questions of educational history
Higher Education: Handbook of Theory and Research 2013-02-12 published
annually since 1985 the handbook series provides a compendium of thorough
and integrative literature reviews on a diverse array of topics of interest to the
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higher education scholarly and policy communities each chapter provides a
comprehensive review of research findings on a selected topic critiques the
research literature in terms of its conceptual and methodological rigor and sets
forth an agenda for future research intended to advance knowledge on the
chosen topic the handbook focuses on a comprehensive set of central areas of
study in higher education that encompasses the salient dimensions of scholarly
and policy inquiries undertaken in the international higher education community
each annual volume contains chapters on such diverse topics as research on
college students and faculty organization and administration curriculum and
instruction policy diversity issues economics and finance history and philosophy
community colleges advances in research methodology and more the series is
fortunate to have attracted annual contributions from distinguished scholars
throughout the world
University Responsibility for the Adjudication of Research Misconduct 2021-05-12
this book offers a scientific whistleblower s perspective on current
implementation of federal research misconduct regulations it provides a narrative
of general interest that relates current cases of research ethics to philosophical
historical and sociological accounts of fraud in scientific research the evidence
presented suggests that the problems of falsification and fabrication remain as
great as ever but hidden because the current system puts universities in charge
of investigations and permits them to use confidentiality regulations to hide the
outcomes of investigations the book documents the significant conflict of interest
that arises because federal regulation gives universities the responsibility to
conduct investigations of their own faculty with severely limited oversight the
book is intended for young research scientists or anyone who wishes to
understand the challenges faced by scientists in the workplace today the central
thread in the book is an exclusive account of an experienced research scientist
who was the first to expose the facts that led to the longest running research
misconduct investigation in the history of the national science foundation
Return to Winter 2015-12-01 the united states is a nation in crisis while
washington s ability to address our most pressing challenges has been rendered
nearly impotent by ongoing partisan warfare we face an array of foreign policy
crises for which we seem increasingly unprepared among these none is more
formidable than the unprecedented partnership developing between russia and
china suspicious neighbors for centuries and fellow communist antagonists during
the cold war the two longtime foes have drawn increasingly close together
because of a confluence of geostrategic political and economic interests all of
which have a common theme of diminishing subverting or displacing american
power while america s influence around the world recedes in its military and
diplomatic power in its political leverage in its economic might and perhaps most
dangerously in the power and appeal of its ideas russia and china have seen their
influence increase from their support for rogue regimes such as those in iran
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north korea and syria to their military and nuclear buildups to their aggressive
use of cyber warfare and intelligence theft moscow and beijing are playing the
game for keeps meanwhile america pledged to leading from behind no longer
does much leading at all in return to winter douglas e schoen and melik kaylan
systematically chronicle the growing threat from the russian chinese axis and
they argue that only a rebirth of american global leadership can counter the
corrosive impact of this antidemocratic alliance which may soon threaten the
peace and security of the world
The Ethical Engineer 2018-02-13 an exploration of the ethics of practical
engineering through analyses of eighteen rich case studies the ethical engineer
explores ethical issues that arise in engineering practice from technology transfer
to privacy protection to whistle blowing presenting key ethics concepts and real
life examples of engineering work robert mcginn illuminates the ethical
dimension of engineering practice and helps students and professionals
determine engineers context specific ethical responsibilities mcginn highlights
the ethics gap in contemporary engineering the disconnect between the meager
exposure to ethical issues in engineering education and the ethical challenges
frequently faced by engineers he elaborates four fundamental ethical
responsibilities of engineers feres and uses them to shed light on the ethical
dimensions of diverse case studies including ones from emerging engineering
fields the cases range from the union carbide pesticide plant disaster in india to
the google street view project after examining the extent to which the actions of
engineers in the cases align with the feres mcginn recapitulates key ideas used in
analyzing the cases and spells out the main lessons they suggest he identifies
technical social and personal factors that induce or press engineers to engage in
misconduct and discusses organizational legal and individual resources available
to those interested in ethically responsible engineering practice combining
probing analysis and nuanced ethical evaluation of engineering conduct in its
social and technical contexts the ethical engineer will be invaluable to
engineering students and professionals meets the need for engineering related
ethics study elaborates four fundamental ethical responsibilities of engineers
discusses diverse global cases of ethical issues in established and emerging
engineering fields identifies resources and options for ethically responsible
engineering practice provides discussion questions for each case
Science and Religion 2013-06-24 in recent years a noticeable trend toward
harmonizing the distinct worldviews of science and religion has become
increasingly popular despite marked public interest many leading scientists
remain skeptical that there is much common ground between scientific
knowledge and religious belief indeed they are often antagonistic can an
accommodation be reached after centuries of conflict in this stimulating
collection of articles on the subject paul kurtz with the assistance of barry karr
and ranjit sandhu have assembled the thoughts of scientists from various
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disciplines among the distinguished contributors are sir arthur c clarke author of
2001 a space odyssey and numerous other works of science fiction nobel prize
laureate steven weinberg professor of physics at the university of texas at austin
neil degrasse tyson princeton university astrophysicist and director of the hayden
planetarium james lovelock creator of the gaia hypothesis kendrick frazier editor
of the skeptical inquirer steven pinker professor of psychology at mit richard
dawkins zoologist at oxford university eugenie scott physical anthropologist and
executive director of the national center for science education owen gingerich
professor of astronomy at harvard university martin gardner prolific popular
science writer the late richard feynman nobel prize winning physicist and stephen
jay gould professor of geology at harvard university and many other eminent
scientists and scholars among the topics discussed are the big bang and the
origin of the universe intelligent design and creationism versus evolution the
nature of the soul near death experiences communication with the dead why
people do or do not believe in god and the relationship between religion and
ethics
Reflective Practice in Counselling and Psychotherapy 2010-06-24 a good
understanding of reflective practice is essential for good practice in counselling
and psychotherapy and is a criterion for accreditation with the british association
for counselling and psychotherapy this book takes students on a step by step
journey through the history of reflective practice from its origins with donald
schon through to ideas of knowledge and power and how the counsellor or
psychotherapist deals with issues surrounding the self a central theme of the
book is the concept of self reflection and what motivates a therapist to do an
often difficult and sometimes emotionally complex job
Before Bruegel 2017-07-05 peasant festival imagery began in sixteenth century
nuremberg when the city played host to a series of religious and secular festivals
the peasant festival images were first produced as woodcut prints in the decade
between 1524 and 1535 by sebald beham these peasant festival prints show
celebrating in a variety of ways including dancing eating and drinking and playing
games in before bruegel alison stewart takes a fresh look at these images and
explores them within their historical and cultural contexts including the
introduction of the lutheran reformation into the town s institutions and the
accompanying re evaluation of the town s popular festivals stewart goes beyond
the black and white approaches of previous interpretations to examine the
festival prints in a more complex manner in the first publication of its kind
stewart makes the case for a range of meanings these works held for a sixteenth
century audience and for beham s pictorial inventiveness and his business savvy
beham is credited with inventing the subject of peasant festivals in northern
renaissance art and for creating a market for the subject by the middle of the
sixteenth century with his large scale woodcuts at nuremberg and with tiny
engravings at frankfurt stewart shows that the market beham created for prints
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with the theme of peasant festivals paved the way for pieter bruegel s
netherlandish paintings of the same theme dating but a few years later
Index Medicus 2003 vols for 1963 include as pt 2 of the jan issue medical
subject headings
Multistate Analysis of Life Histories with R 2014-09-11 this book provides an
introduction to multistate event history analysis it is an extension of survival
analysis in which a single terminal event endpoint is considered and the time to
event is studied multistate models focus on life histories or trajectories
conceptualized as sequences of states and sequences of transitions between
states life histories are modeled as realizations of continuous time markov
processes the model parameters transition rates are estimated from data on
event counts and populations at risk using the statistical theory of counting
processes the comprehensive r network archive cran includes several packages
for multistate modeling this book is about biograph the package is designed to a
enhance exploratory analysis of life histories and b make multistate modeling
accessible the package incorporates utilities that connect to several packages for
multistate modeling including survival eha epi mvna mstate msm and traminer
for sequence analysis the book is a hands on presentation of biograph and the
packages listed it is written from the perspective of the user to help the user
master the techniques and the software a single data set is used to illustrate the
methods and software it is the subsample of the german life history survey which
was also used by blossfeld and rohwer in their popular textbook on event history
modeling another data set the netherlands family and fertility survey is used to
illustrate how biograph can assist in answering questions on life paths of cohorts
and individuals the book is suitable as a textbook for graduate courses on event
history analysis and introductory courses on competing risks and multistate
models it may also be used as a self study book the r code used in the book is
available online frans willekens is affiliated with the max planck institute for
demographic research mpidr in rostock germany he is emeritus professor of
demography at the university of groningen a honorary fellow of the netherlands
interdisciplinary demographic institute nidi in the hague and a research associate
of the international institute for applied systems analysis iiasa laxenburg austria
he is a member of royal netherlands academy of arts and sciences knaw he has
contributed to the modeling and simulation of life histories mainly in the context
of population forecasting
Journal of the Royal Society of Arts 1859 this illustrated study of renaissance
nuremberg explores the city s social and artistic history through the sixteenth
century and beyond the german city of nuremberg reached the height of its
artistic brilliance during the renaissance becoming one of the foremost cultural
centers in all of europe by 1500 nuremberg was the home of painter albrecht
dürer whose creative genius inspired generations of german artists however
dürer was only one of a host of extraordinary painters printmakers sculptors and
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goldsmiths working in the city following a map of the city s principal landmarks
guy fitch lytle provides a compact historical background for jeffrey chipps smith s
detailed discussions of the city s social and artistic significance smith examines
the religious function of art before and during the reformation the early
manifestations of humanism in nuremberg and its influence on the art of dürer
and his contemporaries and the central role of dürer s pedagogical ideas and his
workshop in the dissemination of renaissance artistic concepts finally smith
surveys the principal artists and stylistic trends in nuremberg from 1500 to the
outbreak of the thirty years war nuremberg a renaissance city 1500 1618
contains biographical sketches of forty five major artists of the period plus more
than three hundred illustrations depicting the city and its most magnificent
artistic treasures
Nuremberg, a Renaissance City, 1500–1618 2014-12-15 the african american
experience in texas collects for the first time the finest historical research and
writing on african americans in texas covering the time period between 1820 and
the late 1970s the selections highlight the significant role that black texans
played in the development of the state topics include politics slavery religion
military experience segregation and discrimination civil rights women education
and recreation this anthology provides new insights into a previously neglected
part of american history and is essential reading for anyone interested in the
history of black texans
Journal of the Society of Arts 1859 physics once known as natural philosophy is
the most basic science explaining the world we live in from the largest scale
down to the very very very smallest and our understanding of it has changed
over many centuries in black bodies and quantum cats science writer jennifer
ouellette traces key developments in the field setting descriptions of the
fundamentals of physics in their historical context as well as against a broad
cultural backdrop newton s laws are illustrated via the film addams family values
while back to the future demonstrates the finer points of special relativity poe s
the purloined letter serves to illuminate the mysterious nature of neutrinos and
jeanette winterson s novel gut symmetries provides an elegant metaphorical
framework for string theory an enchanting and edifying read black bodies and
quantum cats shows that physics is not an arcane field of study but a profoundly
human endeavor and a fundamental part of our everyday world
The African American Experience in Texas 2007 this book presents ideas and
guidance about human development to enhance medical education s ability to
form competent and responsible physicians
Black Bodies and Quantum Cats 2005-12-01 this book the second in a series on
tavistock group relations conferences contains the collection of papers presented
at the second belgirate conference plus four additional papers reflecting on and
making sense of several participants conference experiences taken together
these papers offer an exciting picture of the group relations enterprise as it
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continues to adapt and innovate its approaches to the practice of group relations
conferences globally it will be of interest to members of the group relations
community as well as others who are agents of change and development in their
professions and organisations and who might use group relations thinking in their
research management consultancy or educational roles
Journal of the Society of Arts 1859 let s start with a simple question what do
scientists actually do in most cases they do research the goal of which is to learn
more about the world in all its aspects whether the topic is our own bodies the
smallest particles which make up matter or the vastest reaches of the universe
their research goal may be to fight disease feed the world create new
technologies understand our climate or any of a million other objectives specific
to different areas and disciplines the point of all this research then is to add to
our storehouse of human knowledge whether with practical consequences in
mind or sometimes for the goal of simply understanding more we see the outputs
and benefits of this research all around us every day in medicine technology food
communications and countless other facets of our science filled lives and can
read about our state of knowledge in books websites and articles however behind
every achievement benefit fact theory or argument seldom seen or appreciated
there are the scientists whose work has given rise to it science is a fundamentally
human endeavour driven by the hard work curiosity commitment and ambition of
researchers and sometimes complicated by human factors like jealousy
competitiveness insecurity and rarely we hope dishonesty
Teaching Medical Professionalism 2016-03-29 first published in 2001 routledge is
an imprint of taylor francis an informa company
Adaptation and Innovation 2018-05-08 drawing upon the experiences of adult
and community educators youth and community workers mark smith examines
the practice of educators who build up ways of working with local networks and
cultures shops launderettes streets bars cafes and people s houses are the
settings for much of their work and when they do appear in schools and colleges
they are most likely to be found in corridors eating areas and student common
rooms their work is not organized by subject syllabi or lessons it is about
conversation and community a commitment to local democracy and self
organization and is often unpredictable and risky mark smith offers an analysis of
the subtle and difficult activity of intervening in other peoples lives of conversing
with purpose and of engaging with people to broaden opportunity and to effect
change in their lives and communities
How Scientists Communicate 2020 the andrews sisters the legendary singing trio
of the 1930s 1940s and 1950s are the most successful female singing group in
history and were the world s top selling group until the beatles arrived of the 605
songs they recorded 113 charted they also made 18 movies appeared regularly
on radio and television and entertained three generations of gis based on
extensive research unpublished letters and interviews with family friends and
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colleagues this book documents not only the lives and work of the andrews
sisters but also the popular culture spanned by their long careers the book
contains a complete discography of their released unreleased and solo recordings
including recording dates record numbers and accompaniment also included are
a filmography and documentation of their radio and television appearances
Twentieth Century Thinkers in Adult and Continuing Education 2001 the
dictionary of german national biography is unique complete and comprehensive
with biographies of 60 000 people from the german speaking world it covers not
only individuals from germany but also from austria switzerland and other
countries where german is or used to be spoken coverage stretches all the way
from the time of charlemagne to the present day and includes lesser known as
well as world famous germans in order to ensure that entries were as objective as
possible only individuals whose life and works have come to an end were
included
Directory of Education Associations 1978 comprehensive readable and replete
with current useful examples this book provides a much needed explanation of
how to be a critical consumer of the scientific claims we encounter in our
everyday lives april cordero maskiewicz department of biology point loma
nazarene university seethaler s book helps the reader look inside the workings of
science and gain a deeper understanding of the pathway that is followed by a
scientific finding from its beginnings in a research lab to its appearance on the
nightly news jim slotta ontario institute for studies in education university of
toronto how i wish science was taught this way seethaler builds skills for critical
thinking and evaluation the book is rich with examples that not only illustrate her
points beautifully they also make it very interesting and fun to read julia r brown
director targacept inc don t get hoodwinked make sense of health and science
news and make smarter decisions every day there s a new scientific or health
controversy and every day it seems as if there s a new study that contradicts
what you heard yesterday what s really going on who s telling the truth who s
faking it what do scientists actually know and what don t they know this book will
help you cut through the confusion and make sense of it all even if you ve never
taken a science class leading science educator and journalist dr sherry seethaler
reveals how science and health research really work how to put scientific claims
in context and understand the real tradeoffs involved tell quality research from
junk science discover when someone s deliberately trying to fool you and find
more information you can trust nobody knows what new controversy will erupt
tomorrow but one thing s for certain with this book you ll know how to figure out
the real deal and make smarter decisions for yourself and your family watch the
news and you ll be overwhelmed by snippets of badly presented science
information that s incomplete confusing contradictory out of context wrong or flat
out dishonest defend yourself dr sherry seethaler gives you a powerful arsenal of
tools for making sense of science you ll learn how to think more sensibly about
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everything from mad cow disease to global warming and how to make better
science related decisions in both your personal life and as a citizen you ll begin
by understanding how science really works and progresses and why scientists
sometimes disagree seethaler helps you assess the possible biases of those who
make scientific claims in the media and place scientific issues in appropriate
context so you can intelligently assess tradeoffs you ll learn how to determine
whether a new study is really meaningful uncover the difference between cause
and coincidence figure out which statistics mean something and which don t
seethaler reveals the tricks self interested players use to mislead and confuse
you and points you to sources of information you can actually rely upon her many
examples range from genetic engineering of crops to drug treatments for
depression but the techniques she teaches you will be invaluable in
understanding any scientific controversy in any area of science or health potions
plots and personalities how science progresses and why scientists sometimes
disagree is it cause or merely coincidence how to tell compelling evidence from a
good story there are always tradeoffs how to put science and health claims in
context and understand their real implications all the tricks experts use to fool
you exposed how to recognize lies truthiness or pseudo expertise
Local Education 1994-09-01 exam board btec level ks4 subject vocational first
teaching september 2016 first exam june 2018 help your students gain the
academic expertise and employability skills needed for further progression in
education or the workplace with this textbook fully updated to reflect the new
structure and content of the 2016 level 3 btec qualification prepare your students
for new external assessment requirements with teaching guidance and tips
contextualise knowledge and build practical understanding of concepts with real
world issues and scenarios provide opportunities to stretch and challenge
distinction students help students prepare for assignments with activities linked
to assessment criteria
The Andrews Sisters 2007-05-01 what makes an expert what strategies do
they use if you re an expert in one domain are you more likely to become an
expert in a second in examining questions like these professor fernand gobet
provides a comprehensive overview of the field of expertise with research from a
wide range of disciplines including psychology neuroscience sociology philosophy
education law and artificial intelligence this is the definitive guide to the subject
understanding expertise a multidisciplinary approach considers expertise on a
number of levels ranging from the neural to the psychological and the social
critically evaluates current theories and approaches addresses issues of key
importance for society with implications for training methods and the
development of artificial expert systems
Schmidt - Theyer 2011-11-30 collective traumas is about the traumatic european
history of the 20th century war genocide dictatorship ethnic cleansing and how
individuals communities and nations have dealt with their dark past through
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remembrance historiography and legal settlements memories and especially
collective memories serve as foundations for national identities and are politically
charged regardless whether memory is used to support or to challenge
established ideologies it is inevitably subject to political tensions consequently
memory history and amnesia tend to be used and abused for different political
and ideological purposes from the perspectives of historical literary and visual
studies the essays focus on how the experiences of war and profound conflict
have been represented and remembered in different national cultures and
communities this volume is a vital contribution to memory studies and trauma
theory collective traumas is a result of the multidisciplinary research project on
memory culture that was initiated in 2002 at karlstad university sweden a
previous publication with peter lang is memory work the theory and practice of
memory 2005
Lies, Damned Lies, and Science 2009-01-13 reprint of the original first published
in 1842
Discovering management 2016-10-17 as digital technologies are expanding
the power and reach of research they are also raising complex issues these
include complications in ensuring the validity of research data standards that do
not keep pace with the high rate of innovation restrictions on data sharing that
reduce the ability of researchers to verify results and build on previous research
and huge increases in the amount of data being generated creating severe
challenges in preserving that data for long term use ensuring the integrity
accessibility and stewardship of research data in the digital age examines the
consequences of the changes affecting research data with respect to three issues
integrity accessibility and stewardship and finds a need for a new approach to the
design and the management of research projects the report recommends that all
researchers receive appropriate training in the management of research data and
calls on researchers to make all research data methods and other information
underlying results publicly accessible in a timely manner the book also sees the
stewardship of research data as a critical long term task for the research
enterprise and its stakeholders individual researchers research institutions
research sponsors professional societies and journals involved in scientific
engineering and medical research will find this book an essential guide to the
principles affecting research data in the digital age
BTEC National Level 3 Health and Social Care 3rd Edition 2017-09-16
Understanding Expertise 2007
Collective Traumas 1856
The Edinburgh Review 1842
Journals of the Rev. James Frederick Schön and Mr. Samuel Crowther
1963
Public Health Service Publication 1984
DHHS Publication No. (OHDS). 2024-05-18
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Journals of the Rev. James Frederick Schön and Mr. Samuel Crowther: Who, with
the Sanction of Her Majesty's Government, Accompanied the Expedition Up the
Niger, in 1841, in Behalf of the Church Missionary Society 2009-11-17
Ensuring the Integrity, Accessibility, and Stewardship of Research Data in the
Digital Age
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